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1 Introduction
Advanced Machine Learning for Industrial Applications (AMaLIA-2020) is composed of 9 Work Packages
within the NSF-BF CVDI 2020-2021 Finland Site Projects, (to be) submitted for approved to the IAB during
Spring 2020 Meetings. The main target of AMaLIA-2020 is to develop advanced Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and Machine Learning techniques and apply them in relevant, timely, and high impact industrial applications
of interest to the Industry Advisory Board and the industries they represent.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is taking over all scientific and technical disciplines and now covers a wide array
of applications with high industrial and societal impact. AI solutions were successfully deployed to make cars
safer and enable autonomous self-driving cars. They led to better medical image analysis, personalized
medicine and patient monitoring. AI also produced adequate language translation, in addition to useful but
often non-human like chatbots. They excelled in information search, retrieval, filtering as well as in numerous
applications in energy, finance, manufacturing, environmental protection, commerce, law, artistic creation and
games. Therefore, it is not a surprise that it has become a national strategy in many countries, including
Finland, to invest in AI solutions in various application fields. The first Finnish Center on AI has been created
(Aalto, University of Helsinki and VTT). The new Tampere University (merger of UTA and TUT) who is the
host of CVDI Site in Finland has recently been awarded a large profiling funding “Profi-4” by the Academy
of Finland whose focus is on Intelligent Society Platform. AI core relies on efficient machine learning (both
deep and shallow) for successful industrial applications. The present project proposal focuses on developing
advanced machine learning techniques for relevant, timely and high impact applications of interest to the
Industry Advisory Board and the industries they represent.
The following theories, algorithms and methods will be exploited
• Multi-domain and Multi-task Learning
• Early-stage universal feature extractor
• Learning domain-specific architectures
• Advanced classification with ONNs
• Deep neural networks for surveillance data
• Class-aware saliency estimation
• Heat Map Estimation
• The state-of-the-art object detector YOLO and variants will be investigated and advanced solutions
will be implemented via maximization by Synaptic Plasticity Monitoring principle.
• Confidence and uncertainty estimation technique
• The region of interest (ROI), i.e. the LV-wall, will be extracted advanced segmentation algorithms
using machine learning, especially with deep convolutional neural networks
• Advanced solutions will be compared with more the traditional methods, i.e., active contour-based
models
• Cost-effective and efficient FPGA and SDR transceivers as initial implementation of the system
• Seeking efficiency via SPM for discovering the importance of each synaptic connection in the network
• Radio interface via DASH7 protocol at stage 1 and licensed band protocols in stage 2.

•
•
•

Non-Conventional Distributed Learning
Distributed Deep Inference Algorithms for Light-weight Devices on the Edge and Cloud Computing
Environments
Network Architecture Search

The developed methods will be exploited in these Workpackages
• WP1: Computationally Efficient Multi-domain and Multi-task Learning for Edge Computing in
Empathic Buildings
• WP2 Early Anomaly Recognition System
• WP3 Efficient Single-Stage Framework for Object Detection, Distance and Pose Estimation
• WP4 Deep learning confidence estimation for the Color Constancy problem
• WP5 System for Early Myocardial Infarction Detection on the Left Ventricle Wall using
Echocardiography
• WP6: Energy harvesting based long-lasting IoT sensor network for industrial construction monitoring
2 Rationale
The era of Big Data and the recent advances in computational infrastructure (including GPUs and TPUs)
revived an old field of science, namely neural network based machine learning, which has over the past four
decades witnessed rocky waves of multiple springs and winters, due to various reasons, among them were
false hypes and unfulfilled expectations and promises. The field of deep learning alone brought about
unprecedented performance to automated systems which could not have been achieved by the most
sophisticated and well-grounded theories in mathematics and statistics. Consider for instance object
recognition, in which the error rate improved from 28% ten years ago with a shallow ANN to less than 3%
(better than human performance) in less than seven years and with a deep learning solution (exceeding 150
layers in depth). The greatest paradigm shift that recently occurred with deep learning is its ability to
completely avoid the need for engineered features (common in pattern recognition) and work directly with the
raw data, sifting through it in layer after layer automatically extracting low- mid- and high-level features
(patterns) and aggregating them into a classification layer. This multi-layer hierarchical neural network
architecture is able to produce excellent results through supervised learning a fancy name for function
optimization in complex stochastic environments) as it takes advantage of the inherent compositional structure
found in many types of data. These advances in machine learning and deep learning are expected to play a key
role in future autonomous systems.
On the other hand, it is widely known that current deep neural networks are over simplistic as they are highly
reductive models of the human brain that is believed to be somewhat chaotic electro-chemical transmissions
in their neurons’ synapses which contribute to cognition. Therefore, today’s breakthroughs which
revolutionized machine translation and brought about recognized superhuman victories, their weaknesses are
becoming increasingly apparent. A current trend in the field is to develop artificial networks with advanced
and enhanced models to approximate human brain neurons.
Recent advances in machine learning include reinforcement learning, transfer learning, incremental learning,
supervised and self-supervised learning and adversarial learning. Self-supervised learning allows us to fill-in
the blank, i.e. we can predict any part of the past, present or future part of the phenomena from whatever
information available to us. Unsupervised learning is gaining more interest in the community due to the
abundance of unlabeled data. This project proposes to further explore the field of machine learning and push
the current state of the art in many applications of industrial relevance to the partner companies (IAB) in NSF
CVDI.
AMALiA-2020 continues the same research focus as it predessor AMALiA (2019-2020) and engages in
developing more advanced methods in the fileds of machine learning, signal processing, computer vision and
apply them in mostly new applications of interest to CVDI member companies.
3 Project objectives and expected results
The main objectives of the proposal are to develop suitable machine learning algorithms for industrially
relevant applications of interest to the participating companies in NSF CVDI, focusing on partial measures
against COVID-19. These applications are embodied in WPs which have been discussed and agreed with and
vetted by the industrial partners prior to submtting the proposal to Business Finland. The specific goal of each
WP is detailed below.

3.1. Objectives
The specific objectives of the proposal are:
• develop a single model for multi-domain and multi-task learning,
• develop a real-time surveillance solution as a prevention/assistance system
• develop a framework to perform object detection, distance and pose estimation in a single network,
• explore techniques to estimate the confidence of a deep learning model for a regression task,
• develop a system for the early detection of MI by fusing information from all echocardiographic
views
• develop an end-to-end solution for industrial wireless sensor network based on the energy harvesting
power source
3.2. Expected results
The following research results are expected to be achived:
• A generalized network achieving high performance in multiple problems,
• Multi-task learning aiming to develop an architecture able to extract diverse information from a given
scene.
• Multipurpose architecture able to extract information from diverse domains
• Video feeds optimized for efficient anomaly detection
• EARS framework
• Develop a novel framework to perform object detection, distance and pose estimation in a single
network.
• Developing tools to monitor the learning ability of neurons in a neural network and resetting their
states during the learning phase leading to Synaptic Pruning of the network.
• Integrate and test the developed model in real-life datasets provided by the sponsoring company.
• novel techniques to estimate the confidence of a deep learning model for a regression task.
• testing the proposed solutions on the color constancy problem
• Developing and investigating system for the early detection of MI.
• Develop efficient methods to fuse the information from all the echocardiographic views: apical 4chamber, apical 2-chamber, and circular views
• Develop methods to detected arteries which are blocked with segment information merging
• Developing an end-to-end approach to detect MI using the left ventricles different views.
• Develop a novel wireless IoT sensor network with a single sensor lifetime of 10 years and more
• Implement weather-independent energy harvesting power source for the sensors
• Implement energy efficient algorithms and spectrum sharing techniques with the network for the
efficient long term work with a wireless network coexistence possibility
• Integrate and test the solution for an industrial monitoring usage
3.3. Expected scientific and societal impacts
The proposed program advances the tools and methods used in advanced industrial applications, such as edge
computing, efficient analytics, privacy preservation, anomaly detection and healthcare and wellbeing. The
results will be published in scientific conferences and journals. They will also be widely promoted within IAB
member companies both in Finland and USA.
3.4. Publication plan
NSF CVDI is one of the most active IUCRC centers in publishing research results in the scientific community.
We target 2-3 journal papers and 5 conference papers in AMALiA-2020 program. IEEE Access and top IEEE
and EURASIP Conferences will the main forum for disseminating the results.
4 Research Methods
TAU is a pioneer in machine learning and AI solutions. We follow mostly constructive research for developing
advanced algorithms and methods and apply them in industry relevant applications. Our goal is to develop
advanced algorithms and methods as described below.
Advanced algorithms and methods
The ultimate goal of machine learning and AI is to build machines with common sense, such as intelligent
personal assistants, “smart” chatbots”, intelligent household robots and agile and dexterous robots, capable of

artificial general intelligence. However, before we reach these noble objectives, empiricism as a design
approach for heuristic machine (deep) learning must be further improved, seeking sub-theories, robust and
interpretable algorithms and reliable methods to solve pertinent problems where the current ones failed or
came short at fulfilling certain requirements, such as real-time and computational and memory footprint. To
this, we shall investigate the following methodologies and approaches to help reach this goal. The specific
theories, algorithms and methods to be exploited have been listed in Section 2 above.
5 Implementation
5.1. Vetting process: CVDI IAB Approval Process and enclosures with the online application
CVDI Spring Meetings: 6.4.2020 CVDI Industry Advisory Board (vote allocation) (CVDI-Spring-2020-IABMeeting-Minutes.pdf to be submitted in the online application)
5.2. Summary of Project Work Packages:
WP1: Computationally Efficient Multi-domain and Multi-task Learning for Edge Computing in Empathic
Buildings
Responsible Principle Investigator: Prof. Moncef Gabbouj (Tampere)
Co-Supervisors: Jenni Raitoharju, Alexandros Iosifidis, Raju Gottumukkala (ULL-USA), Vijay Raghavan
(ULL-USA)
Main Researcher: Ali Senhaji (TAU) and Satya Katragadda (ULL-USA)
Company support: Dead Set Bit Oy
This is a joint collaboration between TAU and ULL.
WP2: Early Anomaly Recognition System
Responsible Principle Investigator: Prof. Moncef Gabbouj and Prof. Serkan Kiranyaz (QU)
Main Researcher: Mohammad Al-Sa’d
Company support: TietoEvery and local company in Qatar Site
This is a joint collaboration between TAU and QU.
WP3: Efficient Single-Stage Framework for Object Detection, Distance and Pose Estimation
Responsible Principle Investigator: Prof. Moncef Gabbouj
Co-Supervisors: Jenni Raitoharju
Main Researcher: Mete Ahishali
Company support: Cargotec
WP4: Deep learning confidence estimation for the Color Constancy problem
Responsible Principle Investigator: Prof. Moncef Gabbouj (Tampere)
Co-Supervisors: Dr. Jenni Raitoharju
Main Researchers: Firas Laakom
Company support: Xiaomi
WP5: System for Early Myocardial Infarction Detection on the Left Ventricle Wall using Echocardiography
Responsible Principle Investigator: Prof. Moncef Gabbouj
Co-Supervisors: Dr. Serkan Kiranyaz
Main Researchers: Aysen Degerly
Company support: TietoEvry
WP6: Energy harvesting based long-lasting IoT sensor network for industrial construction monitoring
Responsible Principle Investigator: Prof. Evgeny Kucheryavy
Main Researchers: NN
Company support: YL Verkot
A detailed description of the projects and expected results are available in the Appendix

5.3. Cost estimation and justification of the expenses
5.3.1. Proposed budget and funding plan
Table 1: Research work and related expenses, work effort of 72 PM for 6 WPs
Researcher salary
Indirect salary cost (50%)
Overhead costs (98%)
Travel
Materials and supplies
Other costs (publications)
Total

2020-2021 (12 months)
€201 600
€100 800
€296 352
€75 000
€5 000
€16 000
€694 752

Estimated average wage is 2800€/month and 72 person-months reserchers. Funding share of the companies
140 000€. Applied funding from Business Finland is 485 277€ (including 40 000€ support for 2 SMEs).
University own funding is 69 752€.
Table 2: Funding plan for 6 WPs
2020 - 2021

Percentage

University Contribution

€69 475

10.0%

Company Contribution (4x30 + 2x10)

€140 000

20.2%

Business Finland’s contribution
to 2 SMEs to cover CVDI fees
€40 000
(@20000 per SME)
Business Finland Contribution

(64.1%)

€445 277

Business Finland total contribution

€485 277

69,8%

Total

€694 752

100%

Industry share of the funding is 30 000€ for each large company and 10 000€ for each SME, Business Finland
fulfils the remaining 20 000€ for each SME. The program includes two SMEs (DSB OY and YL-Verkot Oy).
5.3.2. Cost analysis
Business Finland’s contribution grew from 64,1% to 69,8% due to the support to SMEs to cover their CVDI
participation fee (20k€ for each SME), as agreed with Business Finland.
Travel costs: include project steering group meetings, conferences and exchanges for collaboration meetings.
The steering group meetings are twice a year in USA (@ 4500€/trip/participant). EU conferences are estimated
at 2500€/participant (5 trips are expected). Collaboration meetings with industrial partners are estimated at
3000€/trip to USA and 500€ in Finland, one such a trip is scheduled for each researcher per year.
Materials and supplies cover light useable tools and sensors to carry out the research work. No funds have
been reserved for equipment as they are offered by the host department at Tampere University.
Other costs include publication costs, including open access journals estimated at 1500€/paper.
5.4. Project staff and merits of the research team
The research team at Tampere University is led by Professor Moncef Gabbouj (H-index 54, 15750 citations)
and Postdoc Jenni Raitoharju (H-index 10, 380 citations); while the work at the University of Helsinki is led
by Dorota Glowacka (H-index 16, 725 citations) and Petri Myllymäki (H-index 34, 5470 citations); and the
work at the University of Jyväskylä is led by Pekka Abrahamsson (H-index 49, 10200 citations).

Moncef Gabbouj won the PhysioNet Challenge 2017 (75 teams world-wide). The goal was to detect Atrial
Fibrillation (AF) rhythm using hand-held ECG monitoring devices. He also secured the 2nd place at 2016
PhysioNet Challenge (47 teams world-wide, beating the University of Cambridge, UK and slightly trailing
the top team and challenge organizer, Philips Research North America). The team developed an automatic
classification method for anomaly and quality detection of PCG records (turbulent blood ﬂow across the heart
valves).
Gabbouj published 160 papers in top ISI-ranked international journals, over 500 publications in peer-reviewed
international conferences (IEEE ICIP, ISCAS, ICASSP, ICME, MMSP, IJCNN, CinC, CVPR, ICPR,
EUSUIPCO, EMBEC), 15 book chapters and proceedings, 15 invited keynotes in international conferences,
18 Scientific books (monographs), Proceedings and Special Journal Issues, and 8 patents accumulating 15750+
citations, an h-index of 54 (Google Scholar, March 2020).
Gabbouj supervised and mentored the following scholars who have exceptionally successful careers: M.
Karczewicz (Vice-President Qualcomm), S. Kiranyaz (academia, H-index 32, 4550+ citations), I. Tabus
(academia, H-index 22, 2000+ citations); A. Bors (academia, H-index 24, 2500+ citations), A. Iosifidis
(academia, H-index 18, 1200+ citations, early career), F. Cheikh (H-index 17, 1700+ citations), M. Hannuksela
(Nokia Bell Lab Fellow, H-index 32, 4600+ citations), T. Virtanen (academia, H-index 53, 10000+ citations,
holder of ERC Starting Grant).
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Appendix: Detailed description of the projects and expected results
Detailed description of the project and expected results
WP1: Computationally Efficient Multi-domain and Multi-task Learning for Edge Computing in Empathic
Buildings
Effort: 12 PM
Description
Deep learning is achieving state-of-the-art results in a wide range of applications. Particularly in computer
vision, deep learning reached astonishing performance compared to traditional methods in nearly all problems.
However, most of these solutions aim to solve one specific task. This archetype requires having n models for
each of the n target domains. However, the empathic building environment can be complex and efficient
solutions may be derived from learning complex independent problems jointly. As an analogy to the human
brain, which is able to tackle a wide range of vision tasks, the project aims to develop a generalized network
achieving high performance in multiple problems relevant to empathic buildings.
Methods aiming at addressing this challenge (learning multiple complex and independent problems) may
follow two major tracks. The first one is multi-task learning aiming to develop an architecture able to extract
diverse information from a given scene. To illustrate this, we can think of vision systems in autonomous robots
operating in an empathic building. Such robots need to detect objects, perform semantic segmentation to
extract the locations of paths, detect people and other objects, as well be aware of their environment. The
second major track focuses on multi-domain learning whose aim is to achieve efficient results on a multitude
of different visual domains. This means developing one architecture able to extract information from diverse
domains, such as images from robots, room and building surveillance, posted signs and notes, and so on.
The goal of this project is to develop a single model for multi-domain and multi-task learning, as this is
important for a multitude of applications. Recently, there is an increased number of neural networks running
on mobile and edge devices. Swiping these models from the memory to built-in circuits consumes a lot of
energy. On the other hand, edge devices require compressed networks due to the limited computational power
and memory. Transferring these models over the network or caching them can be challenging as well.

Figure 1. Two different settings for inference models in edge devices, (a) shows a mainstream task specific
model paradigm, (b) configuration of multi-task models within an edge device.
Methodology to be followed
In the literature, multi-domain and multi-task learning have been framed in two different ways. The first one
came with the idea to learn an early-stage universal feature extractor, then branch to the different domains with
more domain specific parameters. The universal feature extractor should learn basic features that can be used
as building blocks for solving more complex visual tasks. It can be trained from scratch or it can use transfer

learning. However, such an approach does not perform as well as learning domain-specific architectures. The
second approach is to have a shared set of weights among all the domains while adding domain-specific
parameters through the architecture [Liu 2019],[Bulat 2019]. In this paradigm, domain specific parameters can
be learned from a smaller set of training samples, see Figure 1.
Expected Results and Deliverables
1- to develop a generalized network achieving high performance in multiple problems,
2- to develop multi-task learning aiming to develop an architecture able to extract diverse information from a
given scene.
3- to develop a multipurpose architecture able to extract information from diverse domains
Potential IAB benefit
In the context of an empathic building, there is a clear need to run multiple models on edge devices. These
models come with a considerable memory and computational cost. Companies actively developing empathic
building technologies can exploit the output of this research to optimize the different models distributed
throughout the empathic building. This new paradigm saves memory and computational power while resulting
in effective performances.
WP2: Early Anomaly Recognition System
Effort: 12 PM
Description
Due to the recent outbreak of the novel COVID-19 virus world-wide, curfews and many other restrictions have
been imposed by many governments. Although detecting and identifying threats and abnormal behaviors in
video feeds have been a hot topic ever since computer vision algorithms recently became popular thanks to the
advances made in deep learning, no convincing real-time solution has been provided up to date. The joint
project between TAU and QU Sites “Early Anomaly Recognition System – EARS”, aims to provide a realtime solution based on advanced Computer Vision and Deep Learning algorithms that can be implemented on
top of a wide CCTV infrastructure and monitoring grid in order to constitute a prevention/assistance system
by detecting and identifying curfew infractions, illegal gatherings, and general threats such as fire, smoke,
unattended objects in public places, and abnormal behaviors. Since visually monitoring daily video feeds on
the fly from hundreds of live CCTV cameras by human operators is a task that can never be flawless due to
human limitations such as fatigue, subjectivity and loss of attention, this system will help improve the reaction
time of security infrastructures by providing an efficient way to enhance decision-making and a solid
foundation for instantly reporting any problem detected from any camera in the surveillance infrastructure.
Technical challenges include adequate latency when recognizing abrupt threats, and lightweight for
implementation on the edge. Needless to say, false alarm rate should also be minimized since EARS is meant
to assist security infrastructures to detect actual problems, and a high false alarm rate will only reduce the
credibility and the efficiency of the system. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed system compared to existing ones.
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Figure 2: The proposed method for anomaly detection in surveillance videos versus existing methods.
Methodology to be followed
We will investigate state-of-the-art deep neural networks (A1) for surveillance data to find Class-aware
saliency estimation of the scene. Salient object detection is one of the most widely addressed computer vision

task dealing with identifying visually appealing regions inside natural images [Aytekin-2014] [Malik-2018].
Figure 3 illustrates our proposed approach.

Figure 3. Proposed framework for efficient parallel detection of abnormal activity in surveillance feeds
For crowd counting application, a fast saliency estimation method will be applied directly to the incoming
video feed to efficiently separate the objects of interest from the backdrop. Moreover, ways of tuning the
salient object detection towards a particular class of interest (anomaly) will also be applied.
Heat Map Estimation is another methodology that needs to be investigated in this project. In order to enhance
the computational performance, we will aim to estimate higher order abstractions of crowd behavior.
Specifically, counting the number of heads (people) provides a very fine level of information, which is
arguably not worth the computational overhead when dealing with real-time practical scenarios. Instead, we
will explore techniques that can learn, from the spatio-temporal data, to classify the crowd activity into a set
of limited yet informative classes e.g. sparse, moving, dense, and disruptive. We shall also investigate temporal
tracking of crowd variation in order to minimize false positives. We will incorporate tracking of the level of
crowd activity over short time windows and make predictions, not based on a single frame, but on the
progression of those activity levels.
In addition, we plan to investigate unattended bag and fire and smoke detection.
Expected Results and Deliverables
Deliverable 1: Video feeds optimized for efficient anomaly detection
This will compromise a robust and fast set of pre-processing methods developed in Python that will acquire
real-time video feed and apply the requisite image enhancement, transformations as well as temporal and
spatial sub-sampling.
Deliverable 2: Software based on existing methods written in Python/C++
This will include separate executables for each type of anomaly detection, accompanied by the relevant source
codes written in Python or C++ language.
Deliverable 3: Software utilizing GPUs for enhanced performance
Outputs of Deliverable 2 ported as CUDA-compatible executables that will exploit the available graphical
processing memory from the GPUs for increased parallel computational power.
Deliverable 4: EARS framework
A unified EARS framework that will take the real-time video feed as input and provide relevant outputs for
each of the anomalies.
Deliverable 5: Quantitative investigation identifying strengths and potential weaknesses
A thorough numerical analysis outlining the speed and accuracy of the proposed system, along with potential
bottlenecks that affect scalability and will be addressed in future works.
Potential IAB benefit
The recent COVID-19 outbreak imposes immediate needs for such a comprehensive surveillance and tracking
system for indoors and outdoors. The application domains include both surveillance and empathic buildings
development. This is important for any CVDI company who wishes to be among the pioneers of this next
generation monitoring systems and empathic building.

WP3: Efficient Single-Stage Framework for Object Detection, Distance and Pose Estimation
Participants: Mete Ahishali, Serkan Kiranyaz and Moncef Gabbouj
Effort: 12 PM
Description
We propose an end-to-end network that can jointly perform object detection, and distance and pose estimation
of the detected object. As the main advantage of the proposed framework, the computational complexity will
be significantly reduced due to its single-stage topology. As in [Haseeb 2018] and [Zhu 2019] the object
distance and pose estimation tasks have been carried out by first detecting the object or pinpointing the regionof-interest, and then performing the regression in the traditional approaches. However, these multi-stage
approaches increase inference time of the overall system. On contrary, the proposed framework will have
ability to directly produce bounding box location, the category of the detected object, and its pose and distance
from the camera. The proposed framework is given in Figure 4Figure .
Next, the efficiency of the proposed framework will be maximized by utilizing Synaptic Plasticity paradigm
which is barrowed from the learning principle of bio-neurological circuits. In this manner, there will be two
alternatives provided to the user by using Synaptic Plasticity Monitoring (SPM). First, SPM will be used for
Synaptic Pruning; the neurons of each layer will be pruned based on their health factors (Synaptic connectivity)
that are obtained during the training. Additionally, these health factors can point out the neurons that do not
learn or have less importance on the classification; the pointed worst neurons will be reset to boost the
efficiency of the proposed framework during the training phase.
Overall, in this project, we propose a novel framework that will have ability to perform object detection,
distance and pose estimation in a single network. Implementation of such a network will be possible by a
delicate training by detecting non-learning neurons and resetting their states. Moreover, after the training, the
log-file that demonstrates the importance of each neuron for each layer will be provided to the user. This
information will be used for Synaptic Pruning purposes if necessary.
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Figure 4. Proposed Single-Stage Framework for Object Detection, Distance and Pose Estimation. The network
will predict the object location (x, y, w, h), distance from the camera (z), pose angle (alpha), confidence score,
and the categorical probabilities of C-classes.
Methodology to be followed
The current state-of-the-art detectors (e.g., YOLO) will be used for the initial implementation of the
framework. Efficiency, then, will be maximized by SPM by discovering the importance of each synaptic
connection in the network.
Expected Results and Deliverables
1- Develop a novel framework to perform object detection, distance and pose estimation in a single network.
2- Developing tools to monitor the learning ability of neurons in a neural network and resetting their states
during the learning phase leading to Synaptic Pruning of the network.
3. Integrate and test the developed model in real-life datasets provided by the sponsoring company.

Potential IAB benefit
We believe that the proposed framework will be especially beneficial for Cargotec Oy since it can be used in
various applications that contain decision making based on visual data or in autonomous driving tasks. In
addition, Cargotec’s current solution offers multiple detectors for container and person detection which
increases the inference time. However, in the proposed framework, detection tasks for all object categories and
abovementioned stages (detection, distance and pose estimation) will be combined in a single-stage network.
WP4: Deep learning confidence estimation for the Color Constancy problem
Effort: 12 PM
Participants
Firas Laakom, Jenni Raitoharju, Jarno Nikkanen, and Moncef Gabbouj
Description
Deep neural networks have seen widely used, driven by their impressive performance in various computer
vision tasks. However, despite their growing success, safety remains a great concern when it comes to
implementing these models in real-life situations. Estimating when a model makes an error is even more crucial
in applications where failing carries serious effects, such as in autonomous driving, medical diagnosis or in
illumination estimation.
In illumination estimation, i.e., color constancy, the goal is to discard the effect of the light source on the image
and give it a plausible look as it was captured under ‘normal’ white light. The deep learning-based solutions
can achieve very low average error [Laakom 2019a]. However, in some extreme cases, such models achieve
high errors. In such cases, the models yield undesired effects on the image. An example is illustrated in Figure
5. The deep learning model used [Laakom 2019a] has a very low average error (2.3 degrees median error),
however, as shown in the Figure, the model fails for some samples in the dataset [Laakom 2019b]. To avoid
such scenarios, it is critical to estimate the confidence of the model, i.e., when the model is more likely to
makes an error.

Figure 5: The network [Laakom 2019a] output for an input sample from [Laakom 2019b] on the right. The
ground-truth image on the left.
Confidence estimation is an active topic in machine learning [Lakshminarayanan 2017] [Corbière 2019] [Jiang
2018]. However, most of the proposed approaches are based on the class probabilities and, as a result, are
suitable only for classification tasks and not for regression tasks. In this project, we propose exploring
techniques to estimate the confidence of a deep learning model for a regression task. The proposed solutions
will be tested on the color constancy problem.
Methodology to be followed
The current state-of-the-art confidence/uncertainty estimation technique will be first explored. Then, we will
develop new techniques for confidence estimation.
Expected Results
The deliverables will consist of:
- novel techniques to estimate the confidence of a deep learning model for a regression task.
- testing the proposed solutions on the color constancy problem

Potential IAB benefit
We believe that the proposed framework will be especially beneficial for Xiaomi since it can be used in the
imaging models of their product.
In addition, confidence estimation in deep learning is not restricted to the color constancy problem. The
solution developed here can be used in any regression problem.
WP5: System for Early Myocardial Infarction Detection on the Left Ventricle Wall using Echocardiography
Effort: 12 PM
Participants: Aysen Degerli, Serkan Kiranyaz, and Moncef Gabbouj
Description
Myocardial infarction (MI) is the major cause of death throughout the whole world whose yearly incidence
rate is approximately 600 cases per 100,000 people, only in the United States [Thygesen 2012]. However, the
diagnosis is not easy even with newer imaging technologies since the final decision is highly operatordependent; therefore, precise and reliable algorithms are required for the diagnosis [Kusunose 2019] This
brings the urgent need for an automated, highly robust and accurate diagnostic technique that can address this
problem.
We propose a system for the early detection of MI which will fuse the information from all the
echocardiographic views: apical 4-chamber, apical 2-chamber, and circular views. The cardiologists diagnose
MI via echocardiography by assessing all the views since an MI might not be visible in one or more of the
views. Therefore, we propose to fuse the information of all the echocardiogram views in order to achieve an
elegant MI detection accuracy. Moreover, since all the segments on each view are connected together in the
sense that the segment connections are reflected as the location of the main arteries. Thus, the arteries which
are blocked can be detected with this segment information merging method. To the best of our knowledge,
there has not been any work published related to artery blockage detection. Thus, this will be a milestone in
this research area.
Methodology to be followed
A typical MI detection system has usually two blocks: left ventricle (LV) wall extraction and MI classification
as illustrated in Figure 6. The region of interest (ROI), which is the LV-wall, can be extracted with different
approaches. The more up-to-date segmentation algorithms are based on machine learning, especially with deep
convolutional neural networks. Moreover, the traditional methods, i.e., active contour-based models, will be
also used for ROI extraction. Both of the approaches can be compared, and additionally, used for the further
MI detection analysis. The goal is to implement an end-to-end machine learning system, which 1) classifies
the view of the echocardiogram, 2) extracts the ROI, 3) analyses the characteristics of the ROI, and 4) diagnosis
MI based on the wall characteristics. Additionally, the system will output the exact artery, which is blocked,
so that the cardiologists can do any medical intervention or surgery in no time.

Figure 6. A typical MI detection system, which first segments the LV-wall, and then analyses the
characteristics of the wall by feature engineering in order to classify MI.
Potential IAB benefit
The proposed system will void the subjective and operator-dependent assessment by quantifying the true
measures of the LV-wall. Besides, it can be used as an assistive tool for cardiologists and technicians through
several bi-products, which offers an advanced visualization experience, such as illustrations of the maximum

segment movements, color-coded segment snapshots and displacement/ area curves of each segment.
Moreover, the system can be used as a quality assessment tool for echocardiography acquisition which a
technician can fine-tune the echocardiography probe manually until the proposed method is successfully
executed. Additionally, the method can be also used as a verification tool when a group of cardiologists
concludes the diagnosis differently. Then, the mismatching conclusions can be re-evaluated.
Expected Results and Deliverables
The deliverables will be:
1) Developing and investigating system for the early detection of MI.
2) Develop efficient methods to fuse the information from all the echocardiographic views: apical 4-chamber,
apical 2-chamber, and circular views
3) Develop methods to detected arteries which are blocked with segment information merging
4) Developing an end-to-end approach to detect MI using the left ventricles different views.
WP6: Energy harvesting based long-lasting IoT sensor network for industrial construction monitoring
Effort: 12 PM
Description
We propose an end-to-end solution for industrial wireless sensor network based on the energy harvesting
power source with a possibility to work over 10 years without a need for site maintenance. The main goal of
the system is industrial objects condition supervision such as bridge and other metal constructs deterioration
monitoring and technical parameters sensing. The proposed features to be implemented in the system:
• Energy efficiency algorithms for long-term battery life (10 years and more with a proper energy
harvesting source)
• Mesh sensor networks energy mapping for efficient utilization of available resources
• Spectrum sharing technology usage for coexistence with primary wireless networks without a need
for special radio resource allocation and interference coordination
As a power source of the system, vibrational, magnetostrictive and other available energy harvesting sources
will be used. This approach would allow to create weather-independent, robust and long term power source
(as an opposition for other green energy sources like solar power as an example) providing an efficient way
for feeding low and middle power consumption sensors. Many industrial objects such as rail roads, motorways,
high buildings, bridges and others are experiencing repeating vibrations, metal parts experience strain and
stress. The power of those recurring events could be used as a source of energy for the sensors in case magnetic
and inductive devices or magnetostrictive harvesters to be installed on the constructions. Therefore, it is
possible to create energy independent continuous monitoring system for a constant parameters control which
is essential for high priority buildings and industrial or civil objects.
Methodology to be followed
Power source
The current cost-effective and efficient FPGA and SDR transceivers (e.g., based on the TI cc1310 chip,
HachRF or Blade RF solutions) will be used for the initial implementation of the system. Efficiency, then, will
be maximized by SPM by discovering the importance of each synaptic connection in the network.
Radio interface
On the first stage DASH7 protocol is considered for implementation as an effective technology for an
unlicensed spectrum band. On the second stage licensed band protocols might be implemented.
Expected Results and Deliverables
•
•
•
•

Develop a novel wireless IoT sensor network with a single sensor lifetime of 10 years and more
Implement weather-independent energy harvesting power source for the sensors
Implement energy efficient algorithms and spectrum sharing techniques with the network for the
efficient long term work with a wireless network coexistence possibility
Integrate and test the solution for an industrial monitoring usage

Potential IAB benefit
Evgeni: please complete.

